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MODEL: WAD-100T/3200

ITEM: CNC PRESS BRAKE
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WAD Series

CNC Press Brake



The high advanced CNC solution.

· Model: WAD
· Controller: DA58T
· Capabilities: 100T/3200

01 General Features

 New EU streamlined design

 The whole frame of the press brake adopt integrated welding, and by tempering to eliminate the

internal stress

 The press brake frame adopt shot blast to remove rust and sprayed with anti-rust treatment

 The frame is formed by the imported CNC three-dimensional machining center in one process,

which ensures the parallelism and verticality of each mounting surface.

 The controller can control the Y1 and Y2 axes (Y1 controls the left cylinder and Y2 controls the right

cylinder) to ensure the synchronous movement of the ram

 Quiet speed waiting and fast down, (about 25 decibels), low noise during pressing and return (the

pressure in the hydraulic system is the closed loop control of the servo main motor)

 The main oil pump does not apply work under the drive of the servo main motor, and the energy

consumption is 60% lower than that of the general CNC press brake machine

 The machine oil temperature is stable, which extending the service life of various components of

the hydraulic system
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1. Structural features of the machine tool

This machine is electro-hydraulic synchronous CNC bending machine with Y1, Y2, X, V ( 3 + 1) axis . The

frame is composed of oil tank, support, worktable, left and right wall plates and slider to ensure the

structural strength of the frame. After welding, it is processed by stress relief and processed on a large

floor milling-boring machine, especially the slider adopts vertical processing technology (because the

working state of the slider is vertical) to ensure the straightness of the mounting surface of the top

punch in the working state.

2. Host structure

 Adopt all-steel welding frame, assembled worktable structure, high precision and good rigidity.

 The welding seam of the equipment has no welding defects such as undercuts, blowholes,

cracks, etc., the outer surface of the welding seam is polished and smooth, and there is no

flying spatter. The overall surface of the equipment is flat and bright without bumps.

 The main components adopt UG \ ANSYS \ CAD three-dimensional finite element analysis and

optimized design; Ensure that the machine design is beautiful , reliable structure and stable

work

 The structural parts of the important welding part are subjected to stress relief to improve the

stability of the machine tool and ensure that the frame is not deformed.

 Large floor milling-boring machine is processed at one time to ensure the overall accuracy of

the workpiece
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 The throat is equipped with a "C" shaped plate mechanism to directly detect the distance

between the upper and lower molds to ensure the accuracy of the parts;

 Due to the feedback of the grating ruler and the control of the synchronous valve, it has a

strong anti-eccentric load capacity

 Two grating ruler are equipped Y1 and Y2 axes side, it mainly to detect the distance between

the slider and the worktable. The grating ruler is connected to the worktable. The deformation

of the column will not affect the positioning. After the position data will feedback to the CNC

system, you can measure the output servo valve control signal

 The X axis is composed of servo motor, liner guide and ball screw, with high accuracy and

repeated positioning accuracy

 The V axis is the convexity of the Vera control table

3. Slider structure

 Upward moving bending design, low noise, stable working condition

 The slide rail surface is installed with a self-lubricating guide plate made of wear-resistant

material

 The slider is rigidly connected to the oil cylinder, which can better ensure the synchronization

accuracy requirements of the slider in the fast forward, working and fast return states

 The bottom dead center has a dwell time and is programmable to ensure the accuracy of

different workpieces

 With the function of slow return control, the operator can better control the workpiece

 Universal top punch mounting surface can meet the clamping requirements of the mold

4. Hydraulic system

 Using the most advanced all-electro hydraulic servo synchronous control system

 Complete sets of hydraulic system imported from HAWE Germany

 Using imported liner grating ruler, high precision guidance system, position measurement

system and hydraulic equalization function, can meet the needs of full length or eccentric

processing
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 The inner seal of oil cylinder is an international famous brand with strong sealing performance

and long service life

 Hydraulic system has overload overflow safety protection

 Oil pump high pressure filter blocking alarm

 Clear and visual display of oil level height

 The machine tool can work continuously under rated load, the hydraulic system ensures no

leakage, and the processing is stable, with high precision

 The oil cylinder is finished by forging through rough processing, tempering, finishing, inner wall

grinding, inner wall floating boring and rolling, so that the inner wall of the oil cylinder is not

only wear-resistant, but also has high Cylindricity Precision. The piston rod is finished by forging

through rough processing, tempering, quenching, finishing, hard chromium plating, external

grinding and other processes

5. Electrical system

 The electrical components are imported from abroad or joint venture products, which are in

line with international standards, safe and reliable, with long service life and strong

anti-interference ability

 Movable button (including foot switch), easy to operate, with emergency stop function

 Necessary limit protection measures shall be taken for the working system. In case of any

abnormality, it shall be able to detect through the system and give an alarm immediately

 The layout of the electrical cabinet is reasonable, the main circuit and the control circuit are

considered separately, and enough space should be left for easy maintenance

 The terminal block has a reasonable structure, the terminal has a protective nose, the wire

number is clear, and it is oil-proof and durable

 There are sealing measures at the entrance and exit of the electrical circuit, the direction of the

circuit is clear, and the marking is clear

 Motor overload and short circuit protection using automatic air switch

 Short circuit protection of control circuit

 All "emergency stop" buttons are interlocked. Press any one of them to stop the machine tool

 Reliable electrical grounding device
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503 Technical Specification

Model Unit WAD-100T/3200

Bending Force KN 1000

Bending Length mm 3200

Upright Distance mm 2700

Throat Depth mm 400

Stroke mm 200

Open Height mm 490

Fast Speed mm 230

Working Speed mm 13

Return Speed mm 150

Machine Tool
Accuracy

Slider repeat accuracy mm ≤±0.04

Slider positioning accuracy mm ≤±0.05

Repeat positioning
accuracy of backgauge mm ≤±0.05

Workpiece straightness mm/m 0.5

Bending angle error ° ＜±0.5

Grating Ruler Resolution mm 0.005

Hydraulic Oil Standard / #46 Antiwear hydraulic oil

Oil Tank L 260

Main Motor Kw 11

Weight Ton 8.5

Dimensions L×W×H
mm 3800*1800*2600

Power supply / 380V/50HZ/3PH
（As customer requirement)



202 Technical Specification

Model Unit WAD-100T/3200

Bending Force Kn 1000

Bending Length mm 3200

Cutting
Thickness

Mild Steel mm 4

Stainless Steel mm 2

Upright Distance mm 2700

Throat Depth mm 400

Stroke mm 200

Open Height mm 490

Oil Tank L 260

Fast Speed mm/sec 230

Working Speed mm/sec 13

Return Speed Mm/sec 150

Hydraulic Oil Standard / #46 Antiwear hydraulic oil

Power Kw 11

Weight Ton 8.5

Dimensions L×W×H
mm 3800*1800*2600

Power Supply / 380V/50HZ/3PH

04 Standard Components

Controller DA58T from Netherlands

Backgauge Axis 4+1 (Y1, Y2, X, R, V)

Hydraulic Valve HAWE from Germany

Hydraulic Gear Pump ECKERLE/HAWE from Germany

Grating Ruler Fagor from Spanish

Main Motor Normal Type Siemens from Germany

Electrical Components Schneider from France

Crowning Motorized Crowning

Ball Screw and Linear Guide PMI/PYM from Taiwan

Servo Motor/ Servo Drive Estun from China

Tubing Connector JS/EMB from Germany

Clamps Quick Clamp

Pedal Switch Roller Type from China

Front Protection Left & Right Guard

Rear Protection Fully Enclosed Rear Guard
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Germany Siemens Main Motor and

Germany ECKERLE/HAWE Gear Pump

France Schneider Electrical
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Front Support with Linear Guide

China Sanrui Table Crowning
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CONTROLLER
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The DA-58T is a state of the art complete 2D graphical control solution for synchronized press
brakes. Offering easiest CNC programming based on the Delem graphical touch screen user
interface including automatic bend sequence calculation and collision detection.

Its 15″ high-resolution colour TFT, with industrial grade multi-touch screen technology, gives access to
the proven Delem user-interface. It enables direct navigation between product programming and actual
production. Functions are directly located where needed, offering optimised ergonomics throughout the
entire application.

Machine adjustment and test bends are reduced to a minimum with a quick and easy
program-to-production work sequence. CNC programs are generated with a single touch. You are
immediately ready to make the first part since all axes positions are automatically computed and the
bend sequence has been simulated with machine and tools in real scale.

The production mode of the DA-58T helps the operator in graphically simulating the bend process of the
product, guiding him during the press brake operation.

 2D graphical touch screen programming
 15″ high resolution colour TFT
 Bend sequence calculation
 Crowning control
 Servo and frequency inverter control

 Advanced Y-axis control algorithms for
closed-loop as well as open-loop valves

 USB, peripheral interfacing
 Profile-T offline software



TOOLINGS DRAWING
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Bottom DieTop Punch

Standard section:

1 Piece*835mm :100(Left ear corner)10+15+20+40+50+200+300+100(Right ear corner)

3 Pieces*835mm



Employees: 400
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R&D Technician: 43

Founded in March 2002, Anhui Donghai Machine Tool Co., Ltd. (Brand: ADH) is a high-tech

enterprise specializing in the production of press brake, hydraulic guillotine, fiber laser cutter etc.

ADH is a comprehensive leading enterprise in the machine tool industry in China, which integrates

automatic control system design, new product research and development, and equipment

manufacturing innovation platform formation.

Our factory is located in Bowang District, Ma'anshan City, Anhui Province, only 30 kilometers away

from Nanjing Lukou International Airport and can be reached within 30 minutes by car.

About ADH
First-line Workers: 297



We require all service points to provide
24-hour fast service support and ensure
service resources: personnel, spare parts,
tools, etc.

Anhui Donghai Machine Tool has a huge global customer source market, has a good
basic service network and efficient service capabilities for modern sales, has a core
position of customer service in a central city, has efcient information diftusion and
demonstration effects, and has become a zoning.
Focus on sales layout. Strengthen different forms of customer care, strengthen
customer care through related theme services, continue to form a good reputation, and
quickly improve brand reputation and customer satisfaction.

STRENGTHEN TRAINING
In order to improve the overall quality of the service network, we will formulate corresponding
training plans and training support for service stations to improve service quality, maintain
technical level and customer satisfaction from all aspects.

IMPROVE SERVICE QUALITY

SERVICE

FAST RESPONSE
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Donghai Machine Tool makes full use of the advantages of more than 60 offices, combines
actual conditions, builds unique service brands, promotes the promotion of new products,
strengthens in-termal management, improves service processes, improves technical level
and service quality, improves customer experience, and customer satisfaction.



CERTIFICATION
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THEADH
PARTNER

ADOPT GERMANY'S HOERBIGER INTEGRATED STRUCTURE OF OIL
PUMP AND HYDRAULIC VALVE TO ENSURE THE BENDING ACCURACY.
ADOPT GERMANY'S HOERBIGER INTEGRATED STRUCTURE OF OIL
PUMP AND HYDRAULIC VALVE TO ENSURE THE BENDING ACCURACY.



Why Us?
Our processing equipment including the heady duty shot blasting
machine,5-axis machining center, large grinding machine, floor
type boring & milling machine, large annealing temper furnace,
cnc machining center etc.

Competitive pricing (Compared to those who has the same
quality)
Technical support (We will send engineers to your site if required
anytime)
Critical components & worn spare parts are offered to avoid
unplanned stops.
On-time delivery as agreed in the contract

PHONE E-CONTACT

03-8081 6000
03-8011 6333

sales@yhmachinery.com.my
yh.benho@gmail.com.my


